•

WE BELIEVE that our Race is our Religion.

•

WE BELIEVE that the White Race is Nature's Finest.

•

WE BELIEVE that racial loyalty is the greatest of all
honors, and racial treason is the worst of all crimes.

•

WE BELIEVE that what is good for the White Race is the
highest virtue; and what is bad for the White Race is the ultimate sin.

•

WE BELIEVE that the one and only, true and revolutionary White Racial Religion Creativity - is the only salvation for the White Race.

* Creativity ~ The Religion of the White Race! *
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Oath of Dedication and Loyalty
“I hereby pledge my undying loyalty to the WHITE RACE and to the CHURCH OF CREATIVITY:
That I am a true member of the WHITE RACE and will faithfully practice RACIAL LOYALTY;
and that at all times, I will practice the GOLDEN RULE, namely, to promote the best interests
of the WHITE RACE.
“To the Creed of Creativity, I forever pledge my Life, my Sacred Honor and my Religious
Zeal.”

RAHOWA!
The CREATIVITY ALLIANCE neither condones violence or unlawful activities nor do we promote or
incite them, however, we demand that our unconditional right to freedom of religion be upheld by
any means, and at all costs.

Time for a New Pontifex Maximus
Reverend Cailen Cambeul Steps Down
Be it known: As of the end of this year's Festum Album – January 1, I, Reverend Cailen Cambeul of
the Church of Creativity South Australia declare that I have resigned my position as Pontifex
Maximus of the Creativity Alliance.
I have held the position of PM for seven years now, and before that, I did the same job without the
title of PM for six years before that. And to be honest, in all likelihood, I expect I'll have to continue
in the job for some time still until someone both competent and willing steps forth to take on the allimportant position of the Pontifex Maximus of the Church of Creativity. Therefore, for however long
it is required of me, I will continue my administrative duties at the head of the Church without fail
and I accept the title of Church Administrator.
Authority - Church Administrator vs Pontifex Maximus
As PM, I answered to the Guardians of the Faith Committee. Every decision I made other than
general administrative duties had to be justified to the GFC. A majority vote of the GFC can overturn
a decision by the PM. As Church Administrator, I do not answer to the GFC. It is my task to make
those unilateral decisions that benefit the Church. The PM must always put on a (figurative) smile,
listen to and tolerate the most asinine advice from all sides, and always respond in a way that is
positive and boosts morale, keeping a happy balance amongst Church Members come what may. It's
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the job of a politician. As Church Administrator I don't give a damn for playing politics. If you are
incompetent or show disrespect for Church Leaders or I perceive there to be any lack of Loyalty for
the Church, I will fire you from your position in the Church with barely a moment's notice, if that's
what I feel is best for the Church. On the other hand, I will reward excellence when I see it; let the
better man win.
If you think that is the talk of a dictator, then you are right. By ancient Roman definition, the dictator
was a chief magistrate with absolute power, appointed in an emergency. As long as the Church does
not have a Pontifex Maximus, it is an emergency. At the moment I consider the Guardians of the
Faith Committee to be ... somewhat lacking in their efforts as the Leaders of the Church. When the
GFC are able to nominate a competent candidate as PM, I will gladly step down and assist with
returning absolute control of the Church to the GFC and assist with the appointment of the new PM.
Until the day I retire as Church Administrator, I will retain the right to veto any and all decisions
made by the GFC.
For anyone who thinks that I am being decidedly unfriendly, I remind you that I am not here to be
your friend. I am here to do a job - and so are you. Anyone who does not like that should pull their
thumb out of their arse and begin arrangements for the appointment of a new PM or get the hell
out. Creators are doers; not whining bitches.
Donations
Do not send me any donations. For tax purposes, any money sent to me will be considered a
personal gift. The cost for purchase of membership packages, flags and such ... remains unchanged. I
pay for the manufacture and delivery of items and am entitled to be financially reimbursed. If you
really do want to make a donation, then by all means purchase something from Creativity Storefront
http://creativitystorefront.com I get one or two dollars per item sold there and it costs me $10 per
month to keep it running. I would greatly appreciate your purchase/donation.
Church Recruitment
Nothing changes. Six months mandatory Church Prospective status for all newcomers; twelve
months if their personal history shows previous conflict with the Church. Membership is free, but if
you want a Membership Package, it will cost $35.

Creator Forum Closed – Cut Back and Reconfigured as Racial Loyalty News
Since there are going to be questions, I may as well answer them all here and now.
Racial Loyalty News consists of the old News section of Creator Forum. All other Creator Forum posts
have been stored in an Admin Only Archive area of Racial Loyalty News with the intent that the best
posts and comments are mined for use in Racial Loyalty Newsletter. You are all welcome to sign
in/sign up and post more news if you like. If you are lucky, Creators in thirty-five years will be
reading your old Creator Forum and R.L. News comments and posts, just as we today are able to
read the Klassen Era articles and comments today from the old Racial Loyalty Newspaper.
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Creator Forum was a large Forum that’s time had passed. Like all forums, it needed constant activity
and social interaction and that just is not possible these days. Racial Loyalty News, on the other
hand, merely requires a few dedicated people willing to add articles from the mainstream media
that are of interest to White people. The opportunity for social interaction is still there if anyone
wants it, but it is no longer required, and my research has shown that genuine social interaction is no
longer wanted. It’s the same old story that the times have changed – and for the worse.
Over the last year I have surveyed a hundred different people - mainly Creators but included are
other White Racial Loyalists and what I found was this ...
Out of that 100 people, 34 refused to sign up at Creator Forum at all because they feel that forums
are dead and popular social networking - Facebook and Twitter are the only way to go. A further 3
refused to join Creator Forum because they are not Creators.
The remaining 63 that were members of Creator Forum did not post on Creator Forum citing the
same reasons. 59 favoured Facebook and 4 favoured Twitter. 17 of those apologised and promised
to make an effort to post on Creator Forum (Creators were expected to post there). Only 2 out of
that 17 posted anything - and then it was a worthless "Hi," "Welcome," or "Yeah" in response to
others.
76 of those using Facebook and Twitter had their accounts deleted two or more times, losing all
their Friends and Followers , posts, links and what they believed to be brilliant commentary on the
Jew and what they had for dinner. 9 of those lost their accounts 5 or more times in the same period.
The difference between Facebook and Twitter users re Creator Forum:
Facebook users typically had no idea at all what went on at Creator Forum. While Twitter users felt
superior in that they were able to read the titles of Creator Forum posts via automatic Twitter Feed
and reTweet them to their Followers; The Twitter users rarely followed the links
recommended/reTweeted to others. All they knew was assumed from the 160 character Tweet they
so smugly read.
As I have said, times have changed for the worse. There is a division between the complacent
Facebook fools who rely on the fickle Jew and its CIA backed monitoring system for their private
conversations and public activism, and us older folk that build and rely on our own secure and
private networks. Our methods have been in use globally since 1997 - and earlier than that at a local
level when confined to the text only bulletin board systems that began in the 80's and joined to form
the World Wide Web. Our methods were vastly successful, but not anymore. Complacency and
perceived popularity saw to that. This new generation of Facebook Commandos have absolutely no
loyalty to the White Race. Their loyalty is to the latest meme - which even if it is a White Racialist
meme, it's wasted because the Facebook Commandos are too frightened to go public in case the Jew
sees it and deletes their account, putting a stop to their activism. And years - 19 years’ worth of
experience online has shown me that the more embedded they are in the Jewish social networks,
the more likely they are to stab you in the back so as to gain a few Friends.
They are pathetic, snivelling Jew-reliant, disloyal scum that wouldn't recognise a Bloody Racial War if
a nigger came up and bit them on the arse ... unless they read it in a meme!
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There are a lot of WRL's (White Racial Loyalists) that feel the same as me - Creator and non-Creator and they are switching off. The Jewish social-networking system has alienated a growing number of
WRL's and it has alienated me as well. So I too have switched off – no more Facebook for me.
Times have changed, and so Creativity must change with it.
No, we will not be joining the Facebook Commandos. It's merely that resigning my position as PM
means that I will no longer have to justify any actions I take to the Guardians of the Faith Committee.
I know that without me, those Creators that have switched off and given up on all social networking
will have no uniting centre. They are groups and individuals who keep mostly to themselves and for
that reason could not in a lifetime organise a new PM between them. And as for the Facebook
Commandos, they couldn't wipe their arse without turning it into a meme/Tweet/Post ... but they
don't have the capability to think outside their Facebook Chatbox. They don't actually know anyone
not on their Friends list ... so no new PM coming from that direction either.
That leaves me - as the owner and designer of RaHoWa Net online network - still in charge as the
Administrator and without any of my previous constraints. So, Creator Forum as you once knew it is
at an end. All Creator email addresses have been deleted except for admin@creativityalliance.com
and webmaster@creativityalliance.com (which is also mine). Sections of RaHoWa Net that don't fit
in with my plans or need too much work have been or will be shut down. And Creativity Storefront
http://creativitystorefront.com has been retooled to appeal more to the general public to cover
RaHoWa Net costs and perhaps one day to give me something in the pocket for a change. I've made
more money selling PHUCK IT'S THE PHANTOM shirts than selling Creator merchandise. As of writing
this, Creativity Storefront is still running at a loss, but I intend to keep it open and evolve it as
needed.
Loyal Creators will be looked after as always, but the Facebook Commandos are out. I don't give a
damn; they disgust me. I wouldn't call any more than a handful of them, Brother ... and definitely
none of them Sister. And while I'm on the subject, there are many of you reading this that call
yourselves Creators: For the majority of you I wouldn't piss on if you were on fire. You may think
otherwise, but if you are not a Militant White Racial Activist, you are not a Creator; you are nothing
but a hobbyist and don't deserve the title of Creator. So either step up or get out of our way.
And lastly, the main Creator website http://creativityalliance.com is in the process of being retooled
into a style of militant hostility with emphasis on group loyalty and the consequences of ANYONE
not obeying the Golden Rule of Creativity:

What is good for the White Race is the highest virtue;
What is bad for the White Race is the ultimate sin.
We are at war and the only way to win is to secure the existence of our people and a future for
White children; and we cannot win that by remaining complacent and compliant to the Jew - on
Facebook or anywhere. Nevertheless, we will win this Racial Holy War and this planet will be ours.
RaHoWa!
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Brickbats and Bouquets
Correspondence from Friends and Foes Across the World
Books
To the Creativity Alliance,

I will contact you soon with my application.

I run a website with a small store that sells pro white Brother CB.
books. Do you have any creativity books for sale at Kentucky, U.S.A.
bulk prices?
Mike
http://racialobserver.com

To the Church of Creativity,

Hello! I am an Italian-American White male
who understands what Creativity means to us
To Brother Mike,
all. I would like to join up, but I cannot afford
to make any donations at present because I
Thanks for your query. Our book stocks are limited have been out of work for 3 years.
and only available to individuals for sale upon
request. Current stock and prices are available in Thank you for understanding, and I look
this sales area of this newsletter.
forward to hearing from you soon.
Brother Ranier – A Loyal Ally.
Reverend Cailen Cambeul, P.M.E.
U.S.A.
Joining the Church
To the Creativity Alliance,

Our Reply:

Membership in the Church is free for the
moment. The only cost is if you want the
Hi. I am interested in joining your church but not Membership Package posted out to you,
sure what I need to do. I don't have a printer so which includes a certificate style receipt, a
cloth Creativity Alliance patch, and a
there is no way I can print off the application.
professionally printed version of the Little
I would like all the details I would need to join. Thank White Book and the Creator Handbook –
both of which you can download as ebooks
you so much.
for free. The total cost of the Membership
Package is $35. The Membership Application
Brother Jordan.
can be found on our main website.
Kansas, U.S.A.
If you are however unable to print the
Application, you should send us an email with
Howdy My White Racial Kinfolk!
your responses to the questions in the
Application and we will process your
I have been reading everything available on your
application, and in six months, you will be a
website and I just love it. Creativity is everything I full Church Member.
have been looking for my entire life.
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Best Wishes
To Rev. Cailen,

broadcasts and classic works of permanent
value. We occasionally intersperse our talk
programming with music – some of the great
works of classical music and also
exceptionally well-done racially-oriented
modern music by Joseph Pryce and Dresden.
In the future, we expect to be adding new
programming too – so stay tuned!

I received your latest and I am sorry that you have
stepped down, but I understand that you have
served the church a long time and labored hard on
its behalf. I want to thank you for your honorable
service to our race and wish you the best in your
career and life. I am not sure what else to say but
good health, success, and RaHoWa!
To listen, go to http://nationalvanguard.org
or to http://natall.com and follow the
Brother Hayden.
prompts.
Church of Creativity Arkansas, U.S.A.
If you’d like to use your favorite standalone
media player or tablet or smart phone, just
Pontifex Maximus Emeritus,
access the stream via one of the following
URL’s:
For Winamp or iTunes
I am sorry that the Church is restructuring, and that
the restructuring means the end of Creator Forum. I http://streams4.museter.com:2199/tunein/national.pls
For Windows Media Player
know I have a part to play in this, and I know I did
http://streams4.museter.com:2199/tunein/national.asx
not do all I could to help the Church avoid this.
For Apple QuickTime
I am and will always be, a Creator.
RaHoWa!
Racial Regards, Brother Joseph.
Church of Creativity Toronto, Canada.
New National Alliance Radio Network
Dear Cailen,
Just letting you know that the National Alliance has
just launched a twenty-four hours per day, seven
days per week online radio stream which we call the
National Alliance Radio Network. It features all of
the latest series of American Dissident Voices (ADV)
broadcasts, about 100 in all since we re-launched
the program at the end of 2013 – and it also includes
an ever increasing collection of classic programs – of
which we eventually hope to have hundreds online.
In addition to ADV broadcasts new and old, we have
also added a number of important speeches and
audio books by patirots such as Dr Revilo Oliver, Dr
Pierce, Jan Cartwrite, Vanessa Neubauer, Jack
Pershing, Emory Burk, Robert Matthews and many
others.
Our programming is a mix of up-to-the-minute news
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If you would like to simply click on these links
instead of typing them into your player, just
visit: http://natall.com/radio-network
Listen to our network while you get ready for
work in the morning and keep us on in the
background while you accomplish your tasks
for the day.
Good luck with your new direction for the
Church of Creativity. See you at White
Nations, friend.
Will Williams.
Chairman, National Alliance.
http://natall.com

To Will,
Thanks for the heads-up re the NA Radio
Network. I have been listening in while
accomplishing my day’s tasks and I have to
say that I’m impressed.
Thanks for your kind thoughts re the future
of the Church. We’ll just have to see what the
future brings us.
Reverend Cailen Cambeul, P.M.E.
Page 7

The Enemy
You make me sick.
I thought people like you had died out with the
sixties. Martin Luther King was a great man and I
hope his spirit torments you as you descend into hell.
May the Lord Jesus Christ save you soul.
F*** YOU RACIST FAT PIG!
I watch you checking your mail box every day. You
are big, fat and bold with big black boots with big
white laces and braces. I am gonna run you over
before you get back to your yellow Nissan.
Dear Nutter,
I do consider myself to be quite “bold,” so thank you
for the compliment. However, you are quite
mistaken about your description of me. I do not
wear big black boots with white laces or braces. Nor
can I be considered to be tall at 5 feet 10 inches –
quite the average height. And I have never owned or
driven a yellow Nissan. My car is a black Holden
made by General Motors Australia.

I assure you that I am quite game if you want
to try me, but I warn you, I don’t scare easily
and you will lose.
Reverend Cailen Cambeul.

Unfortunately I think you may have targeted some Be sure to note my address below … as
poor innocent for murder. So, for for you and your you’ve probably got that confused with
wacko friends out there, here is a picture of me and somebody else’s as well.
my car.
Notice to our Readers:
All letters and email to the Editor as well as
posts on Racial Loyalty Forum are read with the
intention of finding suitable material for
Brickbats and Bouquets. Anyone who wishes that
we protect their anonymity please specify, and
we will use only initials and the state and
country of origin. All letters for publication are
subject to editing for brevity and clarity.
Published by:
THE CHURCH OF CREATIVITY
P.O. Box 420 Oaklands Park, S.A. 5046 Australia
Admin@CreativityAlliance.com
CreativityAlliance.com
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Will Williams
Setting the Record Straight
By Hadding Scott

http://noncounterproductive.blogspot.com
I just want to say a few words about Will Williams in light of a controversy that
has arisen in the past few weeks. The controversy is that Will Williams is
alleged to have laid hands in a hostile way on Garland DeCourcy, an employee
of the National Alliance, of which Will is the chairman. I read that he was
charged with misdemeanor battery for this, but that he has acquired an
attorney and is fighting it.
I do not know anything about this alleged altercation beyond the policedocuments that have been published online. There is no statement in those documents that the
plaintiff incurred any physical injury. If there were bruises, they would have been invisible by the
time of the report on the incident, because the documents indicate that Garland DeCourcy waited
two months (from 30 September 2015 until 2 December 2015) to file a complaint.
I can only say that in my experience it is not typical of Will to do something like that. I would say that
he has an aggressive and audacious personality, but I have never known him to be violent. I cannot
say that he never would, but in 22 years I have neither seen nor heard about him doing anything
violent toward anybody.
There is a story from the last of Ben Klassen’s memoirs, Trials, Tribulations, and Triumphs (1993),
that alleges that there were violent altercations between Will Williams and his girlfriend Lucinda
Coleman during the time when they both worked for him in the late 1980s. This story has been
cherished by certain people that have made a hobby out of attacking Will.
I had a chance to talk to Lucinda several years ago, and, according to her, Klassen’s account of the
nature of the relationship between her and Will is very inaccurate and permeated with negative
bias.
Klassen makes this claim: “In one fight, Will had kicked Cindy around with his hob-nailed army boots,
and when she tried to protect her behind with her hand, he kicked her so hard he broke one of the
metacarpus bones in her right hand.”
According to Lucinda, there was no fight, only horseplay between herself and Will, wherein her hand
was accidentally injured. Will kicked her in the butt (not hard enough to harm her butt) but because
she put her hand in the way, a bone was broken.
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Klassen also makes much of the fact that Will slept by himself, apart from Cindy. Klassen took it as an
indication of discord between them, but I think it most likely has to do with PTSD from the Vietnam
War, which commonly includes sleep-disturbances that can be troubling for someone else trying to
sleep in the same room.
In any case, Cindy indicated to me that Will was not physically abusive to her.
It is evident from the rest of Klassen’s last book that he had a very sour outlook in general at that
stage of his life. After all, it was only a short time later that he killed himself. It is not hard to believe
that his perception of what happened between Will and Cindy was distorted.
All these years later Will and Cindy are still on good terms.
Comment: Will White Williams, or as we Creators know him, Reverend Doctor Will Williams or
White Will, was Hasta Primus with Creativity’s founder and first Pontifex Maximus in 1988/89.
Leaving Creativity to work for Dr Pierce of the National Alliance in the same capacity, Reverend Dr
Will rejoined our Church after Dr Pierce’ death and was one of the leading facilitators in the reestablishment of the Church of Creativity for the new millennium. Currently Reverend Dr Will
presides as Chairman of the National Alliance. The Church of Creativity supports Reverend Dr Will in
all his endeavours.
Reverend Cailen Cambeul, P.M.E.

Racial Loyalty News
News by White People for White People
Creativity in the News
Desecration of the Holy Books of Creativity!

formulated a response piece, turning to his
beadwork and his research with a compulsion to
respond to those awful words.

Artists Defy White Supremacy
The first time artist Scott Schuldt looked at the
words of Ben Klassen, founder of the white
supremacist Church of the Creator and a believer
in race-based eugenics, he could hardly stomach
what he was reading. Vitriol sprawled across the
page, glorifying 20th-century lynchings and the
barbecue-like gatherings of white townspeople
who came out to watch.
Instead of putting them out of his mind, he
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Along with close to 50 works by 37 other artists,
Unbound is part of “Speaking Volumes:
Transforming Hate,” a traveling exhibition now
at the University of New Haven’s Seton Gallery.
The show will be up through mid-December,
when it travels to New York.

a slightly different life with each audience it
meets, ever since.
For artists like Schuldt, participating in the
exhibition felt not only natural, but necessary. “I
went through a lot of mourning, working on
Unbound,” he said, estimating the work took him
between 160 and 200 hours to complete.
“You’re sewing and you’re staring at this person,
this life, the whole time. To be able to lynch a
human being — you’ve reached a point when a
person’s not a person [to you] anymore.

Source: New Haven Independent

14 December 2015
http://newhavenindependent.org

The premise for “Speaking Volumes,” curated in
2008 by the Holter Museum of Art’s Katie Knight,
and again for site-specificity in 2015 by Laura
Marsh at the Seton Gallery, began in Helena,
Montana, 11 years ago, when a defecting
member of Klassen’s Northwest Church of the
Creator, so-called for its belief that “the white
man is the noblest creation in nature’s realm,”
bought 4,000 volumes of the “White Man’s
Bible” and partner texts, all espousing antiSemitic, anti-Christian, and anti-people-of-color
ideologies, out of publication and donated them
to the Montana Human Rights Network. Working
with the Network, the Holter put out a call for
artists to respond to the texts, creating works
that put them in conversation with systems of
racism and injustice in the 21st century. Thirtyeight responded forcefully. The exhibition has
been traveling [sic] across the country, taking on
Racial Loyalty – Issue No. 107

When Niggers Attack
The Rape of Europe
Armed gang and tribal warfare on were until a
few months ago, quiet suburban streets.
Muggings, drugs, violence, rape and murder are
now part of the cultural paradigm of post racist,
socially and culturally responsible, multicultural
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Europe. This is the hell our ancestors fought and 'Angela Merkel invited us': How
defeated again and again over the last three baying asylum seeker sex mob
thousand years. And yet, in the last few months, taunted Cologne police after robbing
our
supposedly
democratically
elected and raping women
government officials – the Cultural Marxists of From the Daily Mail (U.K.)
Zion have opened the flood gates of Europe and 8 January 2016
invited in a virtual tidal wave of excrement, http://www.dailymail.co.uk
leaving the once peaceful all-White suburbs of
Europe awash with the sub-humanity of the Shall I just buy a burka and get it over
Third World. But, as many of us more realistic with? Europe's governments may be
types always say, things have to get worse desperate to cover it up but Cologne
before they will get any better.
proves that many Muslim men have

NO respect for white women - or the
they are

Recent headlines from the MSM explain it all:
cultures of the countries
(Note: Active links to the articles are included in invading
the electronic version of this Newsletter.)
From the Daily Mail (U.K.)
8 January 2016
Leftie Lords demand all migrants http://www.dailymail.co.uk

treated as refugees, which would
Huge riot in German nightclub after
'BANKRUPT BRITAIN'
500 immigrants break in and grope
From the Sunday Express (U.K.)
women
3 November 2015
http://www.express.co.uk

Mass immigration is on the verge of
DESTROYING Europe

From the White Genocide Project
English translation from Die Welt (Germany)
9 January 2016
http://whitegenocideproject.com

From the Sunday Express (U.K.)
6 November 2015
http://www.express.co.uk

Why Germany can't face the truth
about migrant sex attacks: SUE REID
finds a nation in denial as a wave of
Cologne residents grapple with horrific attacks is reported across
Europe
migrant link to shocking claims of From the Daily Mail (U.K.)
mass sex attacks
9 January 2016
From News Limited (Australia)
7 January 2016
http://www.news.com.au

Huge influx of migrant men will lead
to more sex attacks like those in
Cologne, says analyst, as it's revealed
Austrian police have ALSO covered
up identical gang assaults

From the Daily Mail (U.K.)
7 January 2016
http://www.dailymail.co.uk
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German Biker Gangs Attack
Foreigners In Migrant "Manhunts"
From Zero Hedge
11 January 2016
http://www.zerohedge.com

Cologne mass sex assaults on New Year’s Eve
spark revenge attacks
From News Limited (Australia)
12 January 2016
http://www.news.com.au
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Cologne Sexual Assault Victim Called First picture of 6ft tall '15-year-old
a Racist and Harassed After Somali boy' who 'stabbed to death'
Identifying Her Attackers
Swedish social worker in child
From Breitbart (U.K.)
migrant centre as he appears in court
13 January 2016
charged with her murder
http://www.breitbart.com
Bar and Peace: Austrian pub bans all
asylum-seekers after alleged assault
From Alb Bawaba (Sand Nigger Land)
14 January 2016
http://www.albawaba.com

Volunteer gang called Soldiers of
Odin are patrolling the streets of
Finland
From News Limited (Australia)
15 January 2016
http://www.news.com.au

Open Borders Campaigners Stage ‘Die
In’ In London, Claim Cologne Rapes
NOT Committed By Muslim Migrants
From Breitbart (U.K.)
16 January 2016

http://www.breitbart.com

Facebook
launches
European
campaign against extremist posts
From NineMSN (Australia)
19 January 2016
http://www.9news.com.au

Migrants storm French port of Calais
From News Limited (Australia)
24 January 2016
http://www.news.com.au

From the Daily Mail (U.K.)
29 January 2016
http://www.dailymail.co.uk

Adults masquerading as children ...
Just how old do you think these
migrant 'children' are? Alarming
pictures of refugees - including 'the
fastest 14-year-old in Sweden' - that
shed light on a growing scandal amid
Europe's
asylum
crisis.
Child
migrants, unlike adult arrivals, are
fast-tracked through the asylum
process, and receive immediate
housing and cash hand-outs of £160 a
win
month.
Three-quarters
permission to settle, at which point
they can bring in relatives from their
home countries.
From the Daily Mail (U.K.)
29 January 2016
http://www.dailymail.co.uk

‘Nazis’ clash with protesters at rally
in England
From News Limited (Australia)
31 January 2016
http://www.news.com.au

Masked gangs attack 'child' migrants
Refugee Complains: British TaxpayerFunded Room and Board Not Good in Sweden
From News Limited (Australia)
Enough
From the Truth Revolt (U.S.A.)
26 January 2016

31 January 2016
http://www.news.com.au

http://www.truthrevolt.org
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Letters from Prison
White Man Unite
You Owe It to Our Children to Battle for their Lives
By Reverend Dr Joseph Esposito
Imperator of Prisons
http://rahowadirectory.com/esposito

White Racialist Greetings to all fellow Creators across the world and all White Racial Loyalists
worldwide from the Special Housing Gulags of Oregon.
I – as a dedicated Creator, Racist and Hate-Monger since the early 1970’s, which is a considerable
time as I will never change, sell-out or be broken by J.O.G.’s agents – wish to discuss why White
people don’t make a stand against our enemies as did our White heroes of such as Adolph Hitler and
The Order against the wetbacks, niggers, Jews and other muds of the turd world. I for one want to
see our beautiful White Race destroy our enemies any way we can. Ship them back where they
belong and close the borders. Red-niggers back to Mongolia; beaners back to their Mexican sewer
and so forth … While Race-traitors should receive their just execution for bringing muds into a White
World.
For the many who do not know about life in prison, it’s like living in a Tarzan movie. On the East
Coast it’s niggers, beaners and fags. Here in Oregon it’s beaners and red-niggers. On the East Coast,
the White Boy is prey for these sub-human animals unless he is a warrior or has friends, or is able to
join a White prison group.
I don’t care what country you care to name or what tongue they speak in, a niggers is a nigger is a
nigger. The same goes for all muds; a mud is a mud is a mud. The point is that we as a Race of
Warriors must not give up, but need to WAKE UP and TAKE A VIOLENT STAND if necessary against
the enemies of our race and take back our lands that our forefathers fought and died for. Our
children must be taught to read White History – not the nigger shit that is all about slavery and
bitching about Whitey. It’s 2016 and the animals in Africa still carry their shit on their heads!
We must not support nigger entertainment or their so-called music. Do not indulge in Jew porn or
bestiality with the inferior mud races.
We must at all costs Unite and Fight for what is ours. Bob Mathews was a Great White Hero who
died at the hands of murderous Federal Whore of the U.S. Jewish Occupational Government. We as
Creators must unite the White World behind us as one mighty battering ram and throw off the yoke
of our enemies.
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As a dedicated Militant White Racial Loyalist, I have been persecuted and punished by my J.O.G.
captors since 1994 in their gulags and my hate only grows. The time is very near in the future when I
will be released and I will build an Army of White Dedicated Warriors – all Creators – to defend Our
Race and Lands against our racial enemies. As The Order had lists, so will we – so our enemies had
better beware!
I love the people of my race – the White Race, and our White Racial Religion of Creativity, and will
defend both unto death, no matter whether by natural causes or execution by the J.O.G.
In parting, I say: To all White Racialists, my Kinsmen and White Folk we Creators say rise! Rise from
your graves White Brothers and Sisters. Rise and join us. We go to avenge your deaths. The White

Warriors are Awakening as a long forgotten wind has begun to blow. Do you hear the approaching
thunder? It is that of the Awakened White Man. War is upon the land of our folk – a Racial Holy War.
RaHoWa! The tyrant’s blood will flow! Follow the path of your ancestors and rise and destroy the
enemies of our Race.
For a Whiter and Brighter World.
Reverend Dr Joe Esposito, Imperator of Prisons.
Church of Creativity U.S.A.
P.S. Hail to Reverend Cailen Cambeul, P.M.E. and all Australian Creators!
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Support Your Local Creator

Joseph Esposito #20315402
OSP
2605 State St.
Salem, Oregon
U.S.A. 97310

http://rahowadirectory.com/esposito

John C. Barletta #80698
Central NM Correctional Facility
P.O. Drawer 1328
Los Lunas, New Mexico
U.S.A. 87031-1328
James Holbrook #48051-177
FCI Seagoville
PO Box 9000
Seagoville, Texas
U.S.A. 75159-9000
Joel Dufresne #257173
Kinross Correctional Facility
4533 W Industrial Park
Kincheloe, Michigan
U.S.A. 49786
http://www.joeldufresnecase.com
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… And more at CreativityStorefront.com
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Creator Classifieds
Buy, Swap, Sell, Donate & Get Active
Place Your Own Ad Here!
Available From Reverend Cailen Cambeul, P.M.E.
P.O. Box 420 Oaklands Park, S.A. 5046 Australia
Admin@creativityalliance.com
Ask for postage costs prior to placing order

The Little White Book 40th Anniversary Edition: $20
The Creativity Alliance Members’ & Supporters’ Handbook: $15
Creator Flags 6x4 (feet): $35
Creativity Alliance Cloth Patches: $7
Church Logo Cloth Patches: $7
Custom Orders and Delivery from Creativity Storefront by Arrangement
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